SUPPORT THE GARDEN WITH A TRIBUTE BENCH

Gifts of Tribute Benches help the UC Botanical Garden maintain a diverse living collection of plants to support teaching and worldwide research in plant biology, further the conservation of plant diversity, and promote public understanding and appreciation of plants and the natural environment. They are a wonderful means of passing on a love and respect for nature to future generations.

**TRIBUTE BENCHES**

**COST**

Bench cost is determined by the bench location. Currently, a bench costs between $20,000 and $35,000.

**BENCH**

Benches are six feet long and crafted from teak.

**RECOGNITION WORDING**

Text must be approved by UCBG*

Text may be one to three lines.

**PLAQUE SPECIFICATIONS**

Bench plaques will be made of architectural tablet, zinc cast.

Plaques will measure approximately 7” x 2” in size.

Plaque border: a solid single line.

Plaque background texture: antique.

Plaque background color: bronze with black.

Text will be in Times Roman font, letters no larger than 1/2” tall.

**MAINTAIN**

The University of California Botanical Garden undertakes to maintain the bench and plaque for a period of 20 years. At 20-years, donors will be given the option of renewing their commitment to the bench. If they choose not to do so it will be open to other donors. Prior to this time the Garden will seek to reasonably maintain the bench in the best condition possible, notwithstanding Acts of Nature.

*We recommend using the tribute “In Honor Of” rather than the phrase “In Memory Of”.

The Herbert P. Phillips Bench

In Honor of Our Parents
David and Alice Fong

A Gift to the Garden from
Helen and Albert Rosenblatt

Enjoy this inspirational garden
Paul and Barbara Licht

In Honor Of
Doris Cohen

Let Peace And Beauty Surround You

In Celebration of Carmela I. Tellone
Sit Awhile, Think Awhile, Paint Awhile… Dream

A Favorite Spot
In Honor Of Dorothy V. King

To Honor
Marianne Leppmann, M.D.
Eva, Jim, David, and Leah

The UC Botanical Garden at Berkeley
Katharine Corriveau, Development Specialist
510-664-7969, kcorriveau@berkeley.edu
200 Centennial Drive, Berkeley, CA 94720
Tribute Bench Order Form
Please complete and return to the Development Specialist at the address below.
Contact Katharine Corriveau at (510) 664-7969 or kcorriveau@berkeley.edu if you have any questions.

Name _________________________________
Address ________________________________
City __________________ State ____________ Zip __________
Phone _________ Email ______________________

BENCH DETAILS:
Garden Area __________________________ Bed Number _____  Cost of Bench ________

PAYMENT OPTIONS:
☐ Cash or check payable to UC Regents
   Check Number _________ Amount $ ______________ Date Paid _________________

☐ Credit card
   Credit Card Amount $ ______ Date Paid ________________
   Card Number ___________________________ Expiration Date ______
   Name on card ___________________________
   Billing address if different from above ___________________________
   Signature _______________________________

☐ Pledge
Benches may be paid for over a two year period by making an initial payment and pledging to pay the remainder as due. Payments may be made with cash, or by check or charge.

I, ________________________, undertake to pay for a tribute bench at UCBG by means of a pledge. This pledge will take the form of _____ payments over _____ years for a total of _________. This pledge will commence on ____________ with a payment for $ __________. Subsequent payments will be due on this date annually.

Signature ___________________________________ Date ________________
Signature of UCBG Representative ________________ Date ________________

RECOGNITION WORDING
Please record your tribute text. Limited to 3 lines of text approved by UCBG.

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Accepted by:
Bench Donor Name (please print) ________________________________
Signature ___________________________________ Date ____________
UCBG Representative ________________________________
Signature ___________________________________ Date ____________